Abstract
Introduction
To find out the network security state must first clear what subjects exists in the network, security on the main play different roles in different network systems [1] [2] , such as access and communication of legal users although the consumption of certain cyber source (bandwidth, CPU, memory, etc.), but will not lead to deadly effect on the network service and communication function, the user data confidentiality; malicious attackers through a variety of means of attack attempt to interfere with network security, illegal access to confidential information, destroy the host and network function [3] , their behavior is a network security system is the biggest threat; Network defense is to protect the network function in normal operation, the main protection of user data security transmission and storage, they monitor network information, network security situation analysis, prediction of network attacker behavior, and to have occurred and the impending attacks take safety protection measures, to save and protect cyber source. This can be seen. In any network attack scenarios are subject to the three main categories, including the attacker and defender is two characters have a major influence on network security [4] [5] .
Security trends and attacker and defender network this group confrontation forces are closely related, rational and two party in taking full analysis of other possible strategies adopted and return strategy, in order to determine the various strategy combinations, position and ultimately benefit the in network security situation of confrontation, and choose their own optimal strategy to predict each other may adopt strategy. As you can see, this is a defensive strategy of mutual influence, mutual dependence. Game theory is the study of various participants "battle of wits" forms and consequences (i.e., between people in the interests of mutual restriction rational behavior strategies and corresponding results when an economic theory). In this paper, the theory is introduced into the network attack and defense research,
Generation of Offensive and Defensive Strategy based on Model of Network Attack Defense Confrontation

Define the Model of Network Attack and Defense Confrontation
In the network game, generating attack strategy and defense strategy are one of the keys. The extended a network attack defense confrontation model object Petri net, still use objects to describe a host node, interface of database objects to describe the host vulnerability state, based on this idea, in order to reflect the defense strategy of confrontation situation, for each attack change, define the corresponding defense strategy, and will attack and defense costs, the implementation of action income, attack complexity and defensive stop rate and other factors into the model.
Many functions and node attack relationship similar to the existence of a complex network, the same node also tend to have more similar vulnerabilities. The similarity between nodes and vulnerability of indiscernibility, an attacker can accord to their preferences were randomly selected, the defender to make accurate judgments. At the same time they cause redundancy in the analysis of network attack and defense strategy, the strategy space attacker with the exponential growth of the redundant information. In order to solve the above problem, the node object domain and transformation domain in attack path in the net on the division of equivalence classes, similar attacks and similar nodes into a class, building space mining help characteristic attack paths.
Because the characteristic attack paths with roughness in space, this chapter still rough set theory into object Petri net modeling, a definition of network attack defense confrontation model based on object Petri net rough extension, its definition is as follows:
Definition 1: REOPN of the rough extension object Petri net is defined as one 9 tuple:
The Attack Strategy Set and Rough
Definition 2: equivalence partitioning on domain attack strategy sets. Set Domain attack strategy set is 
Analysis of Game Theory based on Attack Defense Confrontation Model
The Definition of Attack Defense Game Model and the Largest Defense Strategy Set
Used rough extended object oriented Petri net modeling of attack defense confrontation situation can be set low level attack strategies attacker and a high level of the attacker and the corresponding defense strategy set respectively, these strategies with rough set, is proposed based on the concept of rough game, a game model of rough Bias and two party strategy of confrontation situation analysis. It is shown in Figure 1 Definition 5: maximum attack strategy set and maximum defense strategy set. Let the strategy set of attack defense game model set is
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC B N E S tra te g y= { E q u S o lv e , E q u S o lv e ,..., E q u S o lv e } Definition 5 shows that equilibrium attack strategy sets the upper approximation for attackers to all possible optimal attack strategy, namely the maximum attack strategy set. In these attacks, to find out the change to belong to the same and balanced defense strategy set attack changes the focus of these changes, the defense strategy and balanced defense strategy belongs to the same type of strategy for the defense of all possible optimal defense strategy, namely the maximum defense strategy set. corresponds to the set is strategies for CASSH, CDSSH, the two generation method is same Description: 1 Initialization parameter in utility calculation: '' , , , , , , , 
The Utility Matrix Generation
Experiment Design and Discussion
In order to illustrate the analysis of network attack defense game method, this paper establishes environmental test network. It is shown in Figure 2 . The 57 network device, wherein the DMZ region 3 servers running, provides the service for the internal, external users: two Web servers running at the same time and configure load balancing, a SSH server. The internal LAN is divided into two parts: a server cluster and the user cluster. Server cluster has one backup server, database server and file server. Database server IP6 storage enterprise internal private data, backup server IP5 backup files on the IP6. IP6 has a trust relationship on IP5. Firewall enable external host can only access the DMZ regions of the host, cannot directly access the internal LAN; While the DMZ region in IP2, IP3 WWW services to the network database server IP7 to read and write data, does not have access to the LAN in the equipment; IP4 can access any host Host in Group. Supposing that hackers in Internet, intranet to access confidential business information on the IP6.
Figure 2. Test Network Topology
Scanning tools such as Nessus, use the OVAL, we can get the host an open service platform and loopholes, the network information and the vulnerability of the harm is shown in Table 1 . According to the relationship between the current access to collect network information as well as the host, generation of attack defense confrontation model, as shown in Figure 3 . The model reflects the defense relationship and node objects exist and changes on the domain of equivalence relation between two arbitrary nodes. Hollow transition diagrams that legitimate access behavior of node objects. Solid change said attacks illegal. 0 O showed the attacker object, 
